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General informations

Inhabitants Milan City: about 1.3M
Inhabitants Metropolitan area: about 3.3M
Inhabitants Lombardy Region: about 9.6M
City Users: about 1M
Milan

Underground and suburban network in 2015
Unitary management of actions

Green line on sustainable Priorities

Master Plan enables an integrated view on objectives and initiatives.
GOAL

Global Optimisation of traffic for a better air quality Levels

Project’s objective is to demonstrate the effectiveness of policies, strategies, models and innovative technologies to reduce air pollution caused by congestion and vehicular traffic emissions in cities, testing an integrating system applicable at three functions of mobility intensely impacting the air quality in European cities.

Specific objectives:

- commercial vehicles at the city large-scale Levels: monitored, regulated and controlled

- Regulation and monitoring of heavy vehicles such as truck, in construction site of major infrastructures

- Systems for regulating access and provide infomobility services to users at major public events
**GOAL**

**Global Optimisation of traffic for a better air quality Levels**

Develop a decision support system in order to assist negotiation and participation process with the involved stakeholders.

The objective is to create a “policy analytic tool” in order to:

- create synthetic informations;
- monitor and use “socially created” informations;
- use participative decision making process;
- improve accountability of public decision processes.
Milan City Council intends to involve no-profit associations, institutes, authorities and private subjects, the researcher’s world to participate in various European Calls about “Smart Cities and Communities”, “Energy Efficient Buildings” and “Sustainable Surface Transport”.

**Milan announces to become the**

**Italian Smart City**
Details

Publication date: 19 september 2011

Deadline: 30 september 2011, at 12:00

Applicants: no-profit associations, institutes, authorities and private subjects

Link: www.comune.milano.it
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